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We introduce new necessary conditions, k-quasi-hamiltonicity (0kn&1), for
a digraph of order n to be hamiltonian. Every (k+1)-quasi-hamiltonian digraph is
also k-quasi-hamiltonian; we construct digraphs which are k-quasi-hamiltonian, but
not (k+1)-quasi-hamiltonian. We design an algorithm that checks k-quasi-
hamiltonicity of a given digraph with n vertices and m arcs in time O(nmk). We
prove that (n&1)-quasi-hamiltonicity coincides with hamiltonicity and 1-quasi-
hamiltonicity is equivalent to pseudo-hamiltonicity introduced (for undirected
graphs) by L. Babel and G. J. Woeginger (1997, in Lecture Notes in Comput. Sci.,
Vol. 1335, pp. 3851, Springer-Verlag, New YorkBerlin).  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper’s study was inspired by introduction and investigation of a
new necessary condition for hamiltonicity of undirected graphs by Babel
and Woeginger [1].
We introduce a series of new necessary conditions, k-quasi-hamiltonicity
(1kn&1), for a digraph of order n to be hamiltonian. Every (k+1)-
quasi-hamiltonian digraph is also k-quasi-hamiltonian; we construct
digraphs which are k-quasi-hamiltonian, but not (k+1)-quasi-hamiltonian.
We prove that (n&1)-quasi-hamiltonicity coincides with hamiltonicity and
1-quasi-hamiltonicity is equivalent to pseudo-hamiltonicity introduced (for
undirected graphs) by Babel and Woeginger [1]. We also prove a sharp
upper bound for the pseudo-hamiltonicity number of a digraph (the
problem to compute the pseudo-hamiltonicity number even of an undirected
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graph is NP-hard [1], though it is polynomial time solvable for special
classes of graphs such as trees and cocomparability graphs [1]).
We design an algorithm that checks k-quasi-hamiltonicity of a given
digraph with n vertices and m arcs in time O(nmk). Babel and Woeginger
[1] showed that one can verify whether an undirected graph is pseudo-
hamiltonian (i.e., 1-quasi-hamiltonian) in polynomial time. Our algorithm
restricted to k=1 is of much lower complexity than theirs.
Even 1-quasi-hamiltonicity is more powerful than the well-known and
often-used conditions for a digraph to be strong and contain a cycle factor,
a collection of vertex-disjoint cycles covering all vertices. As there is an
O(nmk)-time algorithm to check k-quasi-hamiltonicity, this condition can
be efficiently verified for small values of k. Thus, it can be incorporated in
software systems which investigate properties of digraphs (or graphs); one
such system is described in [5]. As the existence of a cycle factor and
strong connectivity are necessary and sufficient conditions for hamiltonicity
in some families of digraphs (for example, in semicomplete bipartite
digraphs [6]), k-quasi-hamiltonicity for a constant k may well be a suf-
ficient condition in some wider classes of digraphs.
Our decision to study directed rather than undirected graphs in the
framework of this topic is based not only on intention to obtain more
general results, but also on the fact that certain properties of digraphs are
missing in their undirected counterparts. In particular, a digraph D has a
k-cycle (k3) through an arc e if and only if the digraph obtained from
D by contracting e contains a cycle through the vertex corresponding to e.
This is not true for undirected graphs. One of the key tools in [1] is the
notion and properties of a perfect 2-matching in an undirected graph [7],
which is a spanning subgraph consisting of vertex-disjoint edges and cycles.
A perfect 2-matching becomes simply a cycle factor in the corresponding
digraph (replace every edge in an undirected graph by the pair of opposite
arcs). Properties of cycle factors in digraphs are well-studied in literature
(cf. [8]).
2. BASIC TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION
Digraphs considered in this paper are allowed to have parallel arcs but
they do not have loops. The terminology and notation that we use mostly
correspond to those in [4]. The set of vertices (arcs, respectively) of a
digraph D is denoted by V(D) (A(D), respectively). The number of vertices
(arcs, respectively) in the digraph under consideration will be denoted by
n (m, respectively). The symbol +D(x, y) stands for the number of arcs
from a vertex x to a vertex y in a digraph D. In particular, +D(x, y)=0
means that there is no arc from x to y. A digraph D is k-regular if the sum
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y # V(D) +D (x, y)=y # V(D) +D( y, x)=k for every vertex x; a digraph is
regular if it is k-regular for some k.
In this paper, all paths and cycles are simple and directed. A k-cycle is
a cycle of length k. A digraph D is said to be strong if, for every pair x, y
of distinct vertices in D, there is a path from x to y as well as a path from
y to x. A cycle factor of a digraph D is a collection F of pairwise vertex-
disjoint cycles in D such that all vertices of D are in F. In other words, a
cycle factor is a spanning 1-regular subdigraph.
Let D be a digraph and let P be a path in D with initial vertex x and
terminal vertex y. Then DP stands for the digraph obtained from D by
contracting the path P, i.e., V(DP)=V(D) _ [z]&V(P), where z  V(D),
and +DP(uv)=+D(uv), +DP(uz)=+D(ux), +DP(zv)=+D( yv) for all distinct
u, v # V(D)&V(P). We will often consider contractions of paths of length
one, i.e., arcs e. Clearly, a digraph D has a k-cycle (k3) through an arc
e if and only if De has a cycle through z.
The union of digraphs D and H with the same vertex set is the digraph
R=D _ H with vertex set V(R)=V(D)(=V(H )) and arc set defined as
follows: +R(uv)=+D(uv)++H(uv).
3. QUASI-HAMILTONICITY
Let QH1(D) be the digraph with vertex set equal to V(D) and arc set
[e # A(D) : e is contained in a cycle factor of D].
For k2, QHk (D) is the digraph with vertex set equal to V(D) and arc set
[e # A(D) : QHk&1(De) is strong]. For k1, a digraph D is k-quasi-
hamiltonian, if QHk (D) is strong. We assume that every digraph is 0-quasi-
hamiltonian. The quasi-hamiltonicity number of a digraph D of order n,
qhn(D), is the maximum integer k(<n) such that D is k-quasi-hamiltonian.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the notion of quasi-hamiltonicity. The digraph H
is 0-quasi-hamiltonian, but not a 1-quasi-hamiltonian (QH1(H )=H&
[(3, 4), (4, 3)] is not strong). Hence, qhn(H )=0. The digraph D is 1-quasi-
hamiltonian as QH1(D)=D is strong (every arc of D belongs to a cycle
factor of D). However, D is not 2-quasi-hamiltonian since QH2(D) is not
strong (indeed, QH1(D(3, 4))=QH1(L) is not strong). Thus, qhn(D)=1.
We start with some basic facts on k-quasi-hamiltonicity.
Proposition 3.1. Let D be a digraph of order n(2) and let k2. Then
A(QHk (D))A(QHk&1(D)). In particular, if D is k-quasi-hamiltonian, it is
(k&1)-quasi-hamiltonian.
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FIGURE 3.1
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on k. Let e # A(QH2(D)).
Thus, QH1(De) is strong which, in particular, means that De has a cycle
factor. Hence, e # A(QH1(D)). Let now k3 and let e # A(QHk (D)). Then,
QHk&1(De) is strong. By the induction hypothesis, QHk&2(De) is also
strong. Hence, e # A(QHk&1(D)). K
Theorem 3.2. A digraph is hamiltonian if and only if it is (n&1)-quasi-
hamiltonian.
Proof. Clearly a hamiltonian digraph of order 2 is 1-quasi-hamiltonian.
Now assume that all hamiltonian digraphs of order n&1 are (n&2)-quasi-
hamiltonian, and let D be a hamiltonian digraph of order n. Whenever we
contract an arc belonging to a hamiltonian cycle we obtain a hamiltonian
digraph of order n&1, which therefore is (n&2)-quasi-hamiltonian. Hence,
every arc on a Hamilton cycle lies in QHn&1(D), which implies that
QHn&1(D) is strong, i.e., D is (n&1)-quasi-hamiltonian. Thus, the ‘‘only if ’’
part is proved.
We prove the ‘‘if ’’ part. Let D be a digraph, such that QHn&1(D) is
strong. Let e1 be an arc in QHn&1(D). As QHn&2(De1) is strong there
exists an arc e2 in QHn&2(De1). As QHn&3((De1)e2) is strong there exists
an arc e3 in QHn&3((De1)e2). Continuing this procedure we obtain arcs
e1 , e2 , ..., en&2 , such that QH1((((De1)e2)...)en&2) is strong. Let
D$=(((De1)e2) } } } )en&2 ,
and observe that since QH1(D$) is strong and D$ has order 2, D$ must be
hamiltonian. By inserting the arcs e1 , e2 , ..., en&2 into a Hamilton cycle in
D$, we obtain a Hamilton cycle in D. K
The proof of the following theorem is given in Section 6.
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Theorem 3.3. For every k0, there exists a digraph D with qhn(D)=
k<n.
4. PSEUDO-HAMILTONICITY AND 1-QUASI-HAMILTONICITY
A sequence of vertices Q=v1v2 } } } vhnv1 in a digraph D of order n is an
h-pseudo-hamiltonian walk if every vertex of D appears h times in the
sequence v1v2 } } } vhn and vivi+1 # A(D) for every i=1, 2, ..., hn (vhn+1=v1).
A digraph D possessing such a sequence is called h-pseudo-hamiltonian and
the minimum h for which D is h-pseudo-hamiltonian is the pseudo-
hamiltonicity number ph(D) of D. If D has no h-pseudo-hamiltonian walk
for any positive integer h, then ph(D)=. A digraph D is pseudo-
hamiltonian if ph(D)<.
For example, in Fig. 3.1, the digraph D is 2-pseudo-hamiltonian:
1212346565431 is a 2-pseudo-hamiltonian walk of D. This digraph is not
1-pseudo-hamiltonian as D is not hamiltonian. Thus, ph(D)=2. It is not
difficult to see that the digraph H in Fig. 3.1 is not pseudo-hamiltonian. We
have already seen that D is 1-quasi-hamiltonian, but H is not. The above
observations on pseudo-hamiltonicity of D and H actually follow from
Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 4.1 follows from the fact that every regular digraph has a cycle
factor (see [8]), which implies that every h-regular digraph can be decom-
posed into h cycle factors.
Lemma 4.1. Every arc of a regular digraph is included in a cycle factor.
Theorem 4.2. A digraph is pseudo-hamiltonian if and only if it is
1-quasi-hamiltonian.
Proof. Let D be a pseudo-hamiltonian digraph, let Q be an h-pseudo-
hamiltonian walk in D, and let A(Q)=(v1v2 , v2v3 , ..., vhn&1 vhn , vhnv1) be
the sequence of arcs in Q. Construct a new digraph H(D, Q) from D by
replacing, for every pair x, y, all arcs from x to y in D by t(0) parallel
arcs from x to y, where t is the number of appearances of xy in A(Q).
By the definition of an h-pseudo-hamiltonian walk, H(D, Q) is an
h-regular digraph. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, every arc xy in H(D, Q) is in a
cycle factor. Therefore, +H(D, Q)(xy)>0 implies +QH1(D)(xy)>0. Since
H(D, Q) is strong, we obtain that QH1(D) is also strong, i.e. D is 1-quasi-
hamiltonian.
Now let D be a 1-quasi-hamiltonian digraph, i.e. QH1(D) is strong. For
each arc e in QH1(D) let Fe be a cycle factor in D including e. Let
D$=e # A(QH1(D)) Fe . As a union of cycle factors, D$ is regular. Since
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QH1(D) is strong, D$ is also strong. Therefore, D$ has a eulerian walk,
which corresponds to a pseudo-hamiltonian walk in D. K
The following theorem provides us by a sharp upper bound for the
pseudo-hamiltonicity number of a directed (or undirected) graph. No such
bound is given in [1]. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is given in Section 6.
Theorem 4.3. For a pseudo-hamiltonian digraph D, ph(D)(n&1)2.
For every integer n3, there exists a digraph Hn of order n such that
ph(Hn)=w(n&1)2x.
5. ALGORITHMS
An almost cycle factor of a digraph D is a collection of vertex-disjoint
subdigraphs of D covering V(D) and such that one of the subdigraphs is
a path and the rest are cycles. It is well-known (cf. [6, 8]) that a cycle
factor (an almost cycle factor) of a digraph D with vertex set V(D)=
[x1 , ..., xn] corresponds to a perfect matching (a matching with (n&1)
edges) of a bipartite graph B(D) with partite sets [ y1 , ..., yn] and
[z1 , ..., zn] and edge set [ yi zj : +D(xi xj)>0]. This allows us to reformulate
two well-known results on the complexity of finding a perfect matching in
a bipartite graph [9].
Lemma 5.1. In time O(n12m) we can check whether a digraph D has a
cycle factor and construct one (if it exists). Given an almost cycle factor in
a digraph D, in time O(m), we can check whether a digraph D has a cycle
factor and construct one (if it exists).
Theorem 5.2. We can check whether D is pseudo-hamiltonian in O(nm)
time.
Proof. We first formulate the desired algorithm B.
(1) Construct a cycle factor F in D. If no cycle factor exists then the
algorithm terminates informing us that D is not pseudo-hamiltonian.
(2) Choose a cycle C in F and set B :=<.
(3) If V(C)=V(D) then the algorithm terminates informing us that
D is pseudo-hamiltonian.
(4) If V(C)=B then the algorithm terminates informing us that D is
not pseudo-hamiltonian.
(5) Choose an arbitrary vertex x # V(C)&B. Construct Dx , the
digraph obtained from D by deleting all arcs from x to V(C) (we preserve
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the arcs from V(C) to x, and between x and D&V(C)). Consider the
following two cases:
(5a) If there is a cycle factor, Fx , in Dx , then set F :=F _ Fx and
construct C$, the strong component in F which includes the vertices from
C. Set C :=C$ and go to Step (3).
(5b) If there is no cycle factor in Dx , then set B :=B _ [x] and go
to Step (3).
We now prove that algorithm B returns the correct answer.
If B informs us that D is pseudo-hamiltonian, then it means that F is a
strong regular digraph, which therefore contains a eulerian trail, T. Clearly,
T is a pseudo-hamiltonian walk in D.
Now suppose that B informs us D is not pseudo-hamiltonian, but in fact
D is. As D is pseudo-hamiltonian, D is 1-quasi-hamiltonian, by Theorem
4.2. Thus, in particular, D has a cycle factor. Hence, the algorithm informs
us that D is not pseudo-hamiltonian on Step 4 and terminates. Let B$ (C$,
respectively) be the value of B (C, respectively) when the algorithm ter-
minates, i.e. B$=V(C$). Since D is 1-quasi-hamiltonian, QH1(D) is strong.
Thus, there exists a cycle factor in D that contains an arc xy from B$ to
V(D)&B$. Let B" be the value of B just before x was included in B (on
Step 5b). Clearly, B"B$&[x]. As there is a cycle factor in D through xy,
Dx had a cycle factor on Step 5 when x was included in B; a contradiction
to the outcome of Step (5).
In order to prove the time complexity, we observe that we can perform
Step (5b) at most n times as we increase the size of B in each iteration.
Furthermore we can perform Step (5a) at most n times as we increase the
size of V(C) in each iteration. Therefore we perform Steps (3), (4), and (5)
at most 2n times. As Step (1) takes O(n12m) time by the first part of
Lemma 5.1, and Steps (3), (4), and (5) take at most O(m) time by the
second part of Lemma 5.1 (note that F&xx+, where x+ is the successor
of x on the cycle in F which contains x, is an almost cycle factor in Dx),
we obtain the O(nm) time bound. K
The following theorem implies that one can check k-quasi-hamiltonicity
for a constant k in polynomial time.
Theorem 5.3. In O(nmk) time, one can check if a digraph is k-quasi-
hamiltonian.
Proof. In this proof, we describe an algorithm A that, in time T(k),
checks whether a digraph D is k-quasi-hamiltonian. We will show that
T(k)=O(nmk).
If k=1, the algorithm A uses the algorithm B in Theorem 5.2. Thus,
T(1)=O(nm). If k2 then, for each arc e in D, A verifies whether De is
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(k&1)-quasi-hamiltonian. The algorithm A forms QHk (D) from all arcs e
such that De is (k&1)-quasi-hamiltonian. Finally, A checks whether
QHk (D) is strong (in time O(m)).
This implies that, for k2,
T(k)mT(k&1)+O(m).
As T(1)=O(nm), we obtain that T(k)=O(nmk). K
6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 4.3 AND 3.3
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We first show that, for every pseudo-
hamiltonian digraph D, we have ph(D)(n&1)2. Let F be the cycle sub-
graph found in Step (1) of algorithm B. Every time we add a cycle factor
to F in Step (5a) of B we observe that the vertices of some strong compo-
nent in F are added to C, which implies that we can perform Step (5a) at
most n2&1 times, as every strong component in F has at least two ver-
tices. Therefore ph(D)n2. Assume that ph(D)=n2, which implies that
every cycle factor of D consists of n2 cycles of length two and |V(C)|
increases by exactly two every time we perform Step (5a). Let F and F $ be
a pair of different cycle factors in D, and let x # V(D) be a vertex which
does not lie on the same cycle in F and in F $. As |V(C)| increases by
exactly two, every time we perform Step (5a), we obtain that the strong
component, R, in F _ F $, which includes x has size 4. Let xyx be a cycle
in F and xzx be a cycle in F $. Thus, if zwz is a cycle in F then ywy must
be a cycle in F $. However, this implies that (F&xyx&zwz) _ xyzwx is a
cycle subgraph containing a cycle of length four, a contradiction. Therefore
ph(D)(n&1)2.
For every odd integer n=2k+13 the digraph Hn has vertex set
V(Hn)=[x] _ Y _ Z, where Y=[ y1 , y2 , ..., yk] and Z=[z1 , z2 , ..., zk],
and arc set
A(Hn)=[xyi , yix, xzi , zix, y izi , zi yi : i=1, ..., k].
For every even integer n4, the digraph Hn is obtained from Hn&1 by
appending a new vertex x$ together with the arcs y1x$, x$y1 , x$z1 , z1 x$.
To reach a vertex in Y from another one, every pseudo-hamiltonian walk






































where y ji = yi , z
j
i =zi for every i=1, 2, ..., k, is a k-pseudo-hamiltonian walk
in Hn . Similarly, one can construct a k-pseudo-hamiltonian walk in Hn for
n=2k+2. Thus, we conclude that ph(Hn)=w(n&1)2x. K
Clearly, for the underlying graph U(Hn) of Hn we obtain that
ph(U(Hn))=w(n&1)2x as well. Thus, the bound in the previous theorem
is sharp for undirected graphs, too.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let B be a collection of arcs in a digraph D such
that the arcs of B constitute s(1) vertex-disjoint paths P1 , P2 , ..., Ps . We
define DB=((DP1)P2 ...)Ps . Clearly, the resulting digraph DB does not
depend on the order of the paths.
Let Gk be an undirected graph with vertex set X _ Z _ Y, where X=
[x1 , x2 , ..., xk], Y=[ y1 , y2 , ..., yk+1] and Z=[z1 , z2 , ..., zk+1], and edge
set
[xv: x # X, v # Y _ Z] _ [ yizi : i=1, 2, ..., k+1].
Let Dk be the digraph obtained from Gk by substituting each edge with a
pair of mutually opposite arcs with the same end-vertices. We will prove
that qhn(Dk)=k.
We first prove that Dk is k-quasi-hamiltonian. We say that a collection
of arcs B in Dk is X-path-extendable, if there exists a set of arcs R, such that
the arc set B _ R induces a path Q starting and terminating in X such that
|V(Q) & Y |=|V(Q) & Z|=|V(Q) & X |&1=k&1. The path Q is called an
X-extension of B.
We prove that if B is an X-path-extendable set of arcs of cardinality
ck&1, then QHk&c(Dk B) is strong. The proof is by induction on
c # [k&1, k&2, ..., 0]. Assume that c=k&1. Let P be an X-extension of
B, and let R*=PB. Clearly there are a pair of distinct indices i{ j, such
that [zi , yi , zj , yj]=V(Dk)&V(P). Since both yiPziyi _ zjyjzj and yjPzjyj _
zi yi zi are cycle factors in Dk , y i R*zi yi _ zj yjzj and y jR*zjyj _ ziy izi are
cycle factors in Dk B. Thus, QHk&c(Dk B)=QH1(Dk B) includes all arcs
in A( yiR*ziyi) _ A( yjR*zjyj), which proves that QH1(DkB) is strong.
Now assume that QHk&(c+1)(Dk B) is strong when |B|=c+1, and let
|B|=c (c0). Let S be the set of arcs in Dk such that e # S if and only if
B _ [e] is X-path-extendable. For an arc e # S, let e* be the arc in Dk B
corresponding to e. Let S*=[e*: e # S]. For an arc e # S, by the induction
hypothesis,
QHk&(c+1)(Dk (B _ [e]))=QHk&(c+1)((Dk B)e*)
is strong, so e* is an arc in QHk&c (Dk B). Thus, S*A(QHk&c (DkB)).
Now we prove that the arcs of S* in DB induce a strong spanning sub-
digraph. Let P be an X-extension of B and let R*=PB. Assume that
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[zi , yi , zj , yj]=V(Dk)&V(P), Clearly the arcs of R* lie in S*. As
c+1k&1, we observe that there is an index k  [i, j ], such that no arc
in B is incident with either zk or yk . As Py izi and Pyj zj are cycles in Dk ,
R*yi zi and R*yjz j are cycles in Dk B. By deleting all arcs in R*yi zi
(R*yj zj , respectively) incident with zk and yk we obtain a path R1* (R2* ,
respectively) whose arcs lie in S*. Clearly the fact that A(R*) _
A(R1*) _ A(R2*)S* implies that the arcs S* in Dk B induce a strong
spanning subdigraph.
Using the above result with B=< we obtain that QHk (Dk) is strong, so
qhn(Dk)k.
We now prove that Dk is not (k+1)-quasi-hamiltonian. A set of arcs
B=[u1v1 , ..., ucvc] in Dk is called good if no pair of arcs in B has a com-
mon vertex and [u1 , ..., uc]X, [v1 , ..., vc]Y _ Z. We show that, for
every c # [k, k&1, ..., 0] and every good set B of cardinality c, the digraph
QHk+1&c(Dk B) is not strong.
If |B|=k, then Dk B is not 1-quasi-hamiltonian. Indeed, let yi , z i be a
pair of vertices which are not end-vertices in B. Every cycle factor in Dk B
must include the cycle yiziyi . Therefore, QH1(Dk B) is not strong as yi and
zi are not adjacent to any other vertices in QH1(DkB).
Assume that QHk+1&(c+1)(Dk B) is not strong for some c+1 (1c+
1k) and every B of cardinality c+1. Let S be the set of arcs, such that
e # S, if and only if B _ [e] is good. For an arc e # S, let e* be the arc in
Dk B corresponding to e.
Let e # S. As QHk+1&(c+1)(Dk (B _ [e])) is not strong, e*  QHk+1&c
(Dk B) for every e # S. This means that there is no arc, in QHk+1&c(Dk B),
with initial vertex in X&V(B). Thus, QHk+1&c(Dk B) is not strong. Using
the above result when B=<, we obtain that QHk+1(Dk) is not strong, so
qhn(Dk)k. K
7. DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this paper, we have initiated the study of k-quasi-hamiltonicity, a
series of necessary conditions for hamiltonicity of a digraph. As, for every
fixed k, k-quasi-hamiltonicity can be checked in polynomial time, these
conditions may well be of use for efficient, i.e. polynomial time verifiable,
characterizations of hamiltonicity in some special families of digraphs.
There are two well-known families of digraphs, semicomplete bipartite
digraphs [6] and extended locally semicomplete digraphs [2], where
1-quasi-hamiltonicity is a sufficient condition for hamiltonicity (a digraph
from any of these two families is hamiltonian if and only if it is strong and
contains a cycle factor).
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Possible candidates for efficient characterizations via k-quasi-
hamiltonicity (with, perhaps, some additional conditions) may be semi-
complete p-partite digraphs [2, 3, 6] (digraphs obtained from complete
p-partite graphs by replacing every edge xy with arc xy or arc yx or both
xy and yx) and quasi-transitive digraphs [2] (digraphs where the existence
of arcs xy and yz (x{z) implies the existence of an arc between x and z).
It was recently proved that the Hamilton cycle problems in both families
are polynomially time solvable (cf. [2, 3]). However, no efficient theoreti-
cal characterizations of hamiltonicity in these families are known so far.
Another interesting problem is to design a faster algorithm for deciding
whether a digraph is k-quasi-hamiltonian.
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